


JAGUAR II



Before you begin the assembly of your crossbow, please 
check and make sure the following components and accesso-
ries are fully included in the box.

1.Crossbow Body (assembled back end)

2.Assembled Front End (pre-strung limb)

3.Quick Detach Quiver

4.Quiver Mounting Hardware Pack

5.Assembly Hardware Pack/Lubewax

6.Cocking Rope

7.3 x 16” 2219 Aluminum Arrows/125 grain practice points

8.Single Position Red Dot Sight

9.  Foot Stirrup

JAGUAR II CROSSBOW INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Screw driver needed for assembly but not included

**If any of the components/accessories are missing, please contact 
your local dealers for assistance.
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WARNING:

●This is not a toy, adult supervision is required. Misuse or careless use may cause serious 

injury.

●It is extremely important to read and follow these instructions before attempting to use 

your crossbow. Serious injuries to yourself or others, damage to your crossbow, or poor 

performance from your crossbow could result from failure to thoroughly read and 

understand the instructions. Crossbows should only be used by those who are properly 

trained in safety or under the supervision of a qualified instructor.

●This is a high power crossbow intended to be used by those who are 18 years of age 

and over.

●Purchasers and users should obey and follow all federal, state, and local laws and 

restrictions regarding the ownership and use of crossbows.



Turn the barrel (#3) upside down. 

Insert the limb press pad (#25) in the limb slot.

Secure the pad in the center position.

Wax the string (#29) before attaching 

the limb (#27) to the slot.
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Insert the small square metal 

piece (#33) within the plastic 

press pad (#32). Then place 

them against the limb in the 

centered position.

Make sure the press pad remains 

secure and centered within the slot.

Slide the limb through the limb slot. 

Remember the limb is in the upside down position.
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With the limb and press pads installed, tighten the limb screw (#34) 

with the enclosed Allen wrench and secure the limb.

Do not over tighten as it may cause damage 

to the limb.

Align the foot stirrup (#20) with the barrel. 

Remember the barrel is still in the upside down 

position.
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Attach the foot stirrup by tightening 

the screws (#17) with the Allen 

wrench.

Screw in the Quiver mount (#15-1) with 

screws (#16) on to the bottom of the 

foot stirrup.

Slide the Quiver (#15) through the Quiver mount groove.



Rotate the dove tail handle 

(#15-2) to tighten the quiver.
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Slide the simple sight (#5) onto the picatinny rail (#4-1)on top of 

the trigger box (#4) and tighten the screws (#5-1)provided from 

the sight package with a screw driver.

Make sure the sight is 

secured well.



1.Be sure to apply the lubewax to the string including the center serving, cables 

and the flight track before cocking.

2.Make sure the trigger’s safety is in the “Fire” position before cocking your 

crossbow; otherwise the string latch will not engage or hold the bowstring. 

Place the trigger safety into the “Fire” position, and then place the center of 

the cocking rope in the rope groove (at the back of #2). Set the foot stirrup on 

the ground with one foot in the stirrup and stock end resting against your 

thigh. For the maximum pull force, place the cocker hooks up, not hooks down, 

then pull with an even force. Be sure that the hooks stay against the flight rail 

during cocking operation. 

3.Pull the rope until it locks into the trigger mechanism with an audible click 

and the safety is back in the “Safe” position. Then, relax the tension slightly 

to ensure the trigger latch has fully captured the crossbow string. The crossbow 

is now cocked, ready for loading. Do not use your hand or the rope cocker to 

uncock the crossbow as it may cause serious injury to the user or damage to 

the crossbow. 

Hooks up.



Incorrect: 
Don’t pull the cocking rope, straight up, 
parallel t the body. Using this incorrect method 
requires much more arm strength. If the user 
loses pulling tension during the cocking 
process, the cocking rope may become 
unhooked.

Correct: 
Stabilize the crossbow with your foot 
solidly in the foot stirrup. Lean the body 
backward a little and draw the cocking rope 
fully towards the chest in a single fluid 
motion. This method allows you to have a 
balanced and smooth draw.

WRONG RIGHT

Continue drawing until you hear a clicking 
sound and the trigger safety switch moves to 
the “SAFE” position. Then, relax the tension 
slightly to ensure the trigger latch has fully 
captured the crossbow string.



Place the bolt odd colored fletch in 

the flight groove and the half moon 

shaped nock parallel to the string. 

Slide the bolt under the retention 

spring and fully into the trigger 

mechanism against the string. Switch 

the trigger safety to “Fire” position 

again and you are now ready to aim 

and shoot.

WARNING: 
To avoid any injuries to yourself or others, or damage to your crossbow, the 

following safety instructions should be followed at all times.

Never allow your fore-grip hand’s fingers or thumb to move above the 

barrel’s flight deck or into the bowstring or cables’ release path. Keep your 

hand fingers in a safe position every time you shoot the crossbow. Placing your 

hands, fingers, thumbs or other body parts in the path of the bowstring or 

cables may cause serious injury.
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